IT Executive Testimonials
Success Stories Straight from Our Customers
Espy Services has added millions of dollars back to the budgets of IT decision makers throughout the United States
every year.
“We have over 70 locations so our telecom costs are
considerable and the billing is a complicated nightmare…they
[Espy] helped us find a lot of billing errors and opportunities
for savings on our voice and data billing…They sent a
spreadsheet covering each invoice we received so we’d know
exactly where the claimed savings would be….”

”Espy Services provided us a great opportunity to save
thousands of dollars a year in telecommunications cost. The
staff was friendly and got the ball rolling quickly. I would
recommend this company…to save money on your monthly bill.”
-IT Director; Meade District Hospital, Meade, KS

-IT Operations Manager; Capital Farm Credit, Bryan, TX

”Espy Services was able to reduce our monthly expenses
without making changes to the phone and internet services or
providers. Our staff had very little work involved…”
-R&D Manager; Detco Industries, Conway, AR
“…Explaining to me how you could save our company money
without costing us anything but a very small amount of time, I
thought it was too good to be true. I was very skeptical, but as
it turns out, Espy Services had the knowledge to actually go
deeper and find more money that we would never have been
able to find ourselves….We are very thankful to have worked
with Espy as they recovered and saved us thousands of
dollars.”
- IT Manager; Sternberg, Inc., Jasper, IN

“One of the benefits I found in Espy Services is that you valued
my time. Espy did all of the work to identify where we were
being overcharged then got the errors corrected and the
overcharges returned to CaroMont Health.”
-Telecom Director; CaroMont Healthcare, Gastonia, NC

“When I agreed to the auditing process I thought that there
would be very few (if any) issues to be corrected. However, the
findings and corrections you and your staff uncovered have
created substantial savings and fund recovery beyond what I
thought possible…”
-IT Director; Morgan Hospital & Medical Center, Martinsville, IN
“Thank
you
for
your
outstanding
work
on
our
telecommunications cost reduction project. My calculations
show a total cost decrease of about $10,500.0 while also
increasing the capability of our network and services…you have
far surpassed what we would have been able to capture on our
own even if we would have the time resources to attempt this.”

“Espy Services’ attention to detail and telecommunication cost
understanding provided Southeast Health with 14% reduction
in our monthly expenses prior to the USAC filing…Currently,
Espy Services is in the process of creating Southeast Health’s
Healthcare Connect Fund consortium…which should provide
Southeast Health with a 65% across the board credit on all of
our monthly broadband and internet eligible expenses.”

-Director IT; Atchison County, Atchison, KS

-Telecom Manager; Southeast Health, Cape Girardeau, MO

-Network Manager; King’s Daughter Medical Center, Ashland, KY

“We have been pleased with their professionalism, industry
experience, and attention to detail; and have retained them to
manage Rural Health Care Funding materials…”

The Bottom Line
All fees for Espy Services’ work are contingency-based with no up-front, administrative or processing fees. The financial value
we create for your organization supports our payment….eliminating any financial risk. This approach and unique process have
made many happy customers. Our current Google Review rating of 4.7 stars is a reflection of the incredible relationships we have
built with our clients….Call us to find out more!

2213 16th Street, Bedford, IN 47421

800-991-8832

www.espyservices.com

